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Provides a practical and project-based approach so you can put marketing plans into action

quickly and effectively.Following a brief overview of the planning process, each chapter

provides a self-contained guide to planning a specific marketing task, the range of plans

included cover the most common challenges facing marketing teams in both consumer and

business-to-business sectors.Includes templates and worked up marketing plans and is

rigorous and thorough - equipping you with plans that really work.

From the Inside FlapSuccessful marketing plans delivery unbeatable campaignsThis is the

book to help you write any marketing plan - step-by-step, quickly and efficiently - so that you

can accomplish more and get the results you want.Brilliant Marketing Plans will demonstrate

fast and clever ways to prepare outstanding campaigns. Packed with practical and sensible

advice together with 15 easy-to-use, self-contained guides, you'll be introduced to all the key

concepts and discover the most effective ways to present your plan, get it agreed and put it into

action.Whatever you're planning marketing for, everything you need to know to get it right first

time is right here.Brilliant outcomes:· Understand, thoroughly, your marketing needs and

take action· Know how to create a winning plan· Feel prepared, ready and confident

to fully implement your plan--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Back CoverSuccessful marketing plans delivery unbeatable campaignsThis is the book to help

you write any marketing plan - step-by-step, quickly and efficiently - so that you can accomplish

more and get the results you want.Brilliant Marketing Plans will demonstrate fast and clever

ways to prepare outstanding campaigns. Packed with practical and sensible advice together

with 15 easy-to-use, self-contained guides, you'll be introduced to all the key concepts and

discover the most effective ways to present your plan, get it agreed and put it into

action.Whatever you're planning marketing for, everything you need to know to get it right first

time is right here.Brilliant outcomes:· Understand, thoroughly, your marketing needs and

take action· Know how to create a winning plan· Feel prepared, ready and confident

to fully implement your plan--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Speed up product development2 Launch a new product3 Add value with servicepart 2 Market

development4 Educate the market5 Reposition a company6 Take your business online7 Make

the most of social mediapart 3 Sales channels8 Improve sales force performance9 Reduce the

sales cycle10 Develop key account business11 Manage customer partnerships effectively12

Improve distributor performance13 Control competitorspart 4 Customers14 Enhance the

customer experience15 Strengthen customer relationshipsConclusion: Keep tuned to the

marketIndexAbout the authorIan Linton, a graduate of the University of Bristol, is a professional

writer and marketing consultant, specialising in business-to-business communications and

management books. He has more than thirty years’ experience in the business and has

handled a wide range of marketing and communications programmes for international clients

such as AT&T, Barclays Bank, BP Chemicals, Cisco, Dell, Ernst & Young, Ford, IBM, KPMG,

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Shell, Siemens and Vauxhall. He is the author of more

than twenty business books in the fields of marketing and customer service and has written a

number of case studies for the Chartered Institute of Marketing.Introduction: What makes a

brilliant marketing plan?Marketing success doesn’t always come through an orthodox

approach – brilliant marketing plans sometimes break the rules. That’s because marketing

planning is about winning – taking share from competitors or strengthening a vulnerable

position against attack.First, identify the problems and opportunities, then focus on

strengthening your position. But don’t overlook overall objectives; brilliant marketing plans

integrated with corporate strategy deliver brilliant results.So where do you start? A lot of very

good books on marketing planning describe the formal process of planning. That’s great if you

want to get to grips with the basics. The problem is that marketing departments are under

pressure to be more accountable and deliver measurable results that demonstrate an effective

return on investment. It’s time for action, not theory.A brilliant planning toolkitThat’s why this

book focuses on outcomes, not processes. You’ll find it’s a practical toolkit to help you develop

effective marketing plans quickly. The book provides a practical, project-based approach that

enables you to put specific programmes into action quickly and effectively, without having to

read an entire book.Find out why it’s important to add value to your products with services,

open a new distribution channel or increase key account business. Learn how improving the

customer experience or building market understanding of innovative products can transform

market performance. These are the challenges that marketing teams face every day – get them

right and you’ve got a marketing programme that demonstrates your importance to the

business.You’ll find that each plan in the book is self-contained. That helps to reduce the time,

effort and cost of creating marketing plans that deliver measurable results and improve

competitive performance. However, individual marketing plans will be related to overall strategic

objectives. That means you can create integrated marketing plans rather than a series of ad

hoc solutions.Each chapter includes a marketing plan in brief that shows how the projects

relate to a conventional marketing plan structure. You can use that to build a more detailed plan

for your own company by adding relevant information under the following headings:Current

situationStrengths.Weaknesses.Threats.Opportunities.Market requirementsWhat the market

expects or requires from your company.ObjectivesYour objectives for the project.StrategyHow

you will deliver the project to meet your objectives.Financial requirementsThe investment or

funding you will require to complete the project.CommunicationsWhat you need to

communicate to internal and external audiences.MetricsHow you will measure the success of



the project.What’s your problem?You’ll find that the range of plans in this book covers

challenges faced by marketing professionals and business owners in consumer and business-

to-business sectors. Here’s a brief outline of what you can deliver.ProductsHere we focus on

plans for improving product performance. You’ll find out how to develop a stream of new or

improved products by adopting a platform strategy, learn how to ensure the success of that

critical new product launch or add value to your product range by introducing customer

services.Market developmentHow can you improve your chances of success in the market?

Educating the market will ensure that customers understand the benefits of your new product.

You may need to reposition your company if customers have a poor perception of your

products or your business. With customer preferences changing, opening a new distribution

channel or communicating through new media will improve your chances of successful

customer engagement.Sales channelsThe performance of your direct and indirect sales

channels can have a major impact on the success of your marketing strategy. See why the

sales force could benefit from a greater focus on customer relationships and how they can

reduce the sales cycle to close more deals. Learn why companies are investing in key

management and partnership with customers as a way of retaining major customers and

controlling competitors. Find out how you can develop more business through your distribution

channels.CustomersThe quality of customer experience has a direct impact on customer

satisfaction and loyalty. Find out how to improve that experience and add value as a way of

strengthening customer relationships.Product development is critical to your company’s

continuing success. Adopting a product platform strategy enables you to develop a stream of

new or improved products based on a common design or platform. This approach speeds up

the development process, reduces costs and lowers risk.Product development and marketing

strategyProduct development can help to meet many different aspects of your marketing

strategy. These are some examples:Increase sales to existing customers.Take the company

into new market sectors.Open new revenue streams.Position the company in different

ways.Counter competitive activity.Develop a product platform strategyWhat is your strategy for

developing new products? Do you have to develop different products for individual market

sectors or key customers? Is your product range well balanced with new and mature products,

or do you have too many old, declining products? A product platform strategy can help you to

accelerate the product development process and respond rapidly to new market

opportunities.You can produce different versions of a core product for individual markets and

customer segments by managing product designs using a platform strategy. The platform

strategy reduces research and development effort and enables streams of products to be

launched on the underlying platform. This approach also helps to control development and

manufacturing costs when compared with producing a new version for each market.If you have

different product managers for different product groups or market sectors, they must take

account of a platform strategy when they are planning new products or enhancements to

existing products.Create a roadmapA product roadmap sets out your company’s future

direction for product development. The roadmap may be based on a platform strategy,

developing future products on a common platform. Alternatively, the roadmap may set out

proposals for new products that take advantage of emerging technologies or new, advanced

materials. The roadmap gives product managers and other parties involved in product

development a set of guidelines that coordinates their individual activities.Follow a market-

driven strategyYour company’s marketing strategy sets the requirements for product strategy

by translating customer needs and challenges into product specifications. In some cases,

marketing strategy might identify a need to improve existing products to meet competitive



challenges or declining customer satisfaction levels. Marketing strategy might also require new

products to meet changing customer needs or new market opportunities. Your platform strategy

must take account of market strategies as it evolves.Follow the product life cycleAny product

development decisions must also take account of the product life cycle – the stages a product

goes through from initial launch through rapid sales growth to a point where sales decline. The

four stages are introduction, growth, maturity and decline. Companies invest different levels of

marketing or product development funding at each stage to maintain profitability. Product

managers may decide to develop new features during a product’s growth and maturity stages.

However, investing in a product with declining sales is a waste of resources. The emphasis

must now be on developing a new product.Set standardsA product platform strategy enables

you to establish standards and processes that other parties can work to when they collaborate

with you. In the computer industry, for example, software companies provide independent

developers with code and other forms of support so that they can develop additional new

products that are compatible with the underlying platform. In the automotive industry, many

major components are common to different car models. These platform products help

manufacturers to control costs and take advantage of new technologies without major

investment.Research new productsLook for new products that meet customer needs.

Innovation for its own sake does not guarantee success. Use market research to identify the

strongest trends in customer needs. Check the websites of patent licensing agents. They list

companies looking for inventions in different sectors and that information can highlight gaps in

the market.Encourage innovation inside your company by setting up facilities on an intranet for

employees to post suggestions. Set up a formal product development programme to identify

ideas that represent strong market opportunities.Michael Cusumano’s book Microsoft Secrets

(Simon and Schuster, 1995) describes the culture and processes that enabled Microsoft to

bring so many innovations to market. According to the author, the key elements in the

company’s success include:Finding smart people.Organising small teams of overlapping

specialists.Pioneering mass markets.Focusing creativity.Improving through continuous

feedback.CollaborateContact suppliers, business partners, research organisations and

universities to source new ideas or to assess the commercial potential of projects that they are

working on. License existing products or technologies from other organisations to expand your

product range. Rebrand the products or offer them to consumers as own-label

products.Evaluate any innovation or suggestions to see if they provide a unique solution to a

real problem. Compare the proposal to existing products and assess whether the differential

would create a product that could generate revenue and profit.Pharmaceutical research firm

Biofocus finds that location on the Cambridge/Essex border is important to the success of its

collaborative product development programme. The company is close to Cambridge University

and a cluster of potential partners, including pharmaceutical manufacturers, biotechnology

companies, patient organisations and charities which focus on developing solutions for specific

diseases.Locate and work with product development specialists who have promising ideas but

who don’t have the resources or the funds to turn their ideas into commercial products. To

bring a product to market may require design engineering, prototyping, production, marketing

and customer service resources which your company can provide.Deal with declining

productsFailing, outdated products consume management time, sales and marketing costs and

production resource, while making a reduced contribution to revenue and profit. To deal with

the problem, you need to analyse the reasons for poor product performance, create and

implement a product development plan, and decide what to do with the failing products. It may

be possible to market the failing products in a different way to earn continuing revenue –



reducing their price or selling them into new markets, for example.Analyse failing productsLook

at sales over a period of time; declining sales are a clear warning sign that demand is falling or

a product is failing. Compare the sales performance of competitors’ products in the same

market. If the competitive product continues to sell well, the problem relates to the product, not

the market. Review the latest products to enter the market; if they are using newer technology,

existing products may face further decline.Analyse the reasons for product failure. Customers’

needs or tastes may be changing. New technologies may offer superior performance. Existing

products may have design or quality problems. Ask customers for their views on the products

or check reviews and forums to identify customers’ concerns.Sony Corporation was a pioneer

of the video recorder with its Betamax system. However, other consumer electronics

manufacturers decided to adopt the alternative VHS system which became the standard for

home video recorders, leaving Sony out of the market. When DVD emerged as a consumer

technology, Sony participated in the standards group that worked to create a common format

for DVD, ensuring that its product would be part of the mainstream.Upgrade productsPut

together a development plan, incorporating the findings from the product analysis. Identify

opportunities and priorities for improving or upgrading existing products. Consider how new

materials, new technologies or design changes could improve the product. Identify and fix any

quality problems that affect product performance.Change market focusLook for new

opportunities for outdated products. Consider offering them as budget versions of the new or

improved product. Software companies, for example, offer home and professional versions of

the same application program. In many cases, the home version is simply a two-or three-year-

old version of the latest program. Identify market sectors where price, not product performance,

is the important factor.Reduce or cut marketing costs and find lower-cost production facilities

for the older products. Drop products that have no scope for improvement or alternative

marketing. Offer the product rights to potential buyers. Inform customers of the change and

offer them alternative products. Dispose of any remaining stock with a cut price sale to

customers or distributors.Build a balanced product portfolioMaintain a balanced product range

of new and existing products to reduce any risk to the business. An effective product mix

provides a balance of new and mature products, high margin or high volume products. It should

also include older products that create revenue without requiring any marketing resources.

Your portfolio should contain a mix of products that meet and exceed the needs of your

customers.Analyse product mixAnalyse your current product mix. Identify the products that

provide good profit margins or achieve growing sales in markets important to your business.

Look for products that have no real differentiation from competitors’ offerings. Classify your

products by how quickly they sell.Lower price commodity products sell quickly but generate

lower margins. Although higher price products provide better margins, they sell slowly and may

not make a major contribution to profit.Use the analysis to assess your existing strengths and

weaknesses and identify opportunities for improving the product mix.Plan future mixCarry out

customer research to identify areas for improvement. Ask customers for a wish list of product

improvements. Monitor feedback on product review sites or customer forums to identify current

weaknesses or customer concerns. Compare your product specifications with competitive

offerings.Put together a development plan to improve the product mix. Prioritise opportunities

to increase sales, create differentiation, improve profit margins or fill gaps in the current mix.

Decide whether to retain or dispose of products that offer no scope for improvement. Upgrade

the specification of products that currently offer little differentiation from competing products.

Concentrate on improving features and performance criteria that are important to

customers.Focus on marginsIdentify products that provide high profit margins. Look for



opportunities to increase sales of those products to new or existing customers. Check that

sales costs do not increase – selling high margin products can consume high levels of sales

force time. Consider increasing prices of products with lower margins. Ensure that the products

offer customers greater value than lower priced competitive offerings.Fill gaps in the mixFill

gaps in the product mix by introducing new products. Develop the new products internally if you

have the resources, or work with partners that can supply existing products from their own

range or develop the products you need. Ensure that your sales force has the skills and

knowledge to sell the new products.Use a version strategyCreate different versions of existing

products to increase market coverage. Add or remove product features to offer budget,

standard and premium versions of the same product. Computer software is an example of this

strategy where the same basic product is available in versions for home users, business users

and advanced users, for example. This strategy enables you to reach different market sectors

without introducing new products.Review older productsReview the performance of older

products in your mix. If products are still generating sales, consider retaining them, but reduce

or stop any sales and marketing activity to minimise costs. If sales are declining or very low,

drop the product from the mix. Alternatively, offer it to another company that operates in niche

market sectors where the product has sales potential.Develop products for global marketsIf

your company operates in export markets, use product design to match products with local

requirements. Companies who follow the ‘one size fits all’ rule will not succeed globally

because tastes, standards, prices, legislation and cultural differences influence customer

choice from country to country. Effective product design must reflect global market

requirements. Global companies like Nokia, Braun and Nike know that success is based on a

single brand, but with many product design variations.Use a platform strategyCompanies that

operate in global markets manage their product designs using the platform strategy described

earlier in the chapter. That allows them to create a ‘core product’ with different versions for

individual territories.Research into individual country requirements translates the product

platform into a market platform plan. Market research identifies customer segments and

priorities and maps local product offerings against those requirements. The product design

team can then prioritise requests for local variations in line with individual market

potential.Maintain qualityWhile variation is essential, the key is to design the same level of

quality into every market version. This allows you to create a strong brand that will be

recognised and accepted in all territories. Marketing teams can then use that global brand

strength to improve the effectiveness of their local campaigns.Collaborate globallyTo ensure

they meet local needs, many multinational companies are creating global product design

teams with employees or business partners from different territories. Forty-four per cent of

respondents to the Aberdeen Group’s 2005 ‘Product Innovation Agenda’ study indicated that

they are assembling teams across geographies to pursue global design. The Group’s Enabling

Product Innovation report indicated that one-quarter of companies are already outsourcing

some design processes.Marketing plan in briefCurrent situationExisting portfolio of old and

established products.Strength of established products.Weakness of changing customer

preferences.Threat from new products introduced by competitors.Opportunity to capture

market share with new products.Market requirementsCustomers looking for increased product

performance.ObjectivesIncrease sales to existing customers.Take the company into new

market sectors.Open new revenue streams.Position the company in different ways.Counter

competitive activity.StrategyDevelop a platform strategy.Research new products.Manage old or

failing products.Build a balanced product portfolio.Tailor products for global markets.Financial

requirementsInvestment in product development programme.CommunicationsBuild dialogue



with customers to obtain product feedback.Communicate importance of innovation

internally.MetricsIncrease in sales, revenue or profit generated by the new product.Increase in

sales to existing customers.Sales to new customers.Gains from competitive accounts.Time to

market.Product profitability.Develop a platform strategy to create a stream of new products

based on the same core product.Carry out continuous research and collaboration to find new

products.Improve or drop old or failing products.Maintain a balanced portfolio of old and new

products.Use a platform strategy to develop products tailored for global markets.Launching a

new product represents a high risk for any company. Months or years of investment, research

and development resources have gone into the product. When the launch date comes, it’s

payback time.Product launch and marketing strategyNew products can help to meet many

different aspects of your marketing strategy. These are some examples:Increase sales to

existing customers.Take the company into new market sectors.Open new revenue

streams.Position the company in different ways.Counter competitive activity.Support a long-

term platform strategy.Set your launch objectivesIncrease sales to existing customersAre your

customers buying products from competitors that you could supply? How well do you

understand your customers’ changing needs? They could be moving into new markets or

facing challenges that they cannot overcome using existing products. Keep monitoring those

customer needs throughout the product development process.Take the company into new

market sectorsAre you operating in market sectors that are crowded with competitors? Is

growth slow in those sectors? Can you identify other sectors that offer better revenue and

growth opportunities? If other sectors look promising, can you develop new products that would

give you a strong market position?Open new revenue streamsAre sales of existing products

declining so that you need to open new revenue streams? Will the new product replace an

existing one, or will it provide an additional source of revenue? New products can take time to

get established in the market, so it’s important to balance income from both new and existing

products.Position the company in different waysIs your company seen as a market leader with

innovative products, or is it perceived as one of many commodity suppliers in the sector? Do

customers and prospects feel that you can meet only a limited part of their product needs?

New products that offer higher value or greater levels of performance than other market

offerings can change the perception of your company and make it easier for you to sell.Counter

competitive activityAre you facing strong competition at important accounts? Do competitors

offer a wider range of products aligned to customer needs or products that offer superior

performance to your own? New products can help you to win business from competitors and

increase your control over key accounts.Support a long-term platform strategyAre you

developing a platform strategy that enables you to launch a succession of new releases based

on a common core product? Your new product plan should support that strategy by setting a

benchmark for the platform or filling gaps in the existing platform. Chapter 1 describes how to

develop a product platform strategy in detail.Meet customer needsHow well does the new

product relate to customer needs? Your marketing strategy sets the requirements for new

product strategy by translating customer needs and challenges into product

specifications.Listen to the customerA successful launch has its roots in the early stages of

product development when you are researching customer needs. Great inventions or technical

breakthroughs don’t necessarily make successful products – customer-focused solutions

provide a greater guarantee of success. Listen to the customer to identify their needs. These

are some possible scenarios:Your customer must develop new products quickly to retain and

protect market share and your new products are critical to their own product development

programme.Your customers have to reduce their cost base to compete effectively and your new



products will help them to succeed.Your customers need to improve their levels of customer

satisfaction and your new products will prove vital to their success.Build those needs into the

product and into the launch communications programme.Get customer feedbackCustomer

feedback on existing products can provide a valuable starting point for new product

development. Carry out customer surveys or monitor product review websites to identify

concerns or requirements.Ask customers for a wish list of new product requirements.

Questions could include:How can we improve the current product?What problems need to be

overcome?What new features would they welcome?Do the plans represent an improvement?

Would they make greater use of a product that included the features they have highlighted?In

your launch communications, emphasise the ways in which new products reflect those

customer needs.Collaborate with customersProduct development can be a joint initiative where

you work closely with specific customers to develop products that meet their specific needs.

This approach can be driven by a number of factors:Your customers have developed

partnership sourcing to take advantage of your technology.Your customer has technical skills

that complement your own and a joint project can produce more effective results.Your

customer has technology that will prove valuable to your own product development programme

and there is an opportunity for mutual benefit.You want to strengthen relationships with key

customers by working in partnership on joint development projects.Collaboration on this level

can significantly reduce the risk in a new product launch since both parties will be committed to

the success of the product.Customise products for individual customersTake the collaboration

process a stage further by customising products for key customers.When Dell first allowed

customers to configure personal computers online in 1996, they revolutionised e-commerce –

buyers were no longer limited to standard, pre-packaged solutions. Now, customers expect

manufacturers to offer products customised to their needs.Offer more than a productYou can

gain a major competitive advantage by offering customers ‘complete products’. By providing

services such as installation, training, technical support and maintenance, you can help

customers make better use of the product throughout their period of ownership. Training and

installation help customers use more complicated products immediately. Support and

maintenance ensure that they continue to have full use of the product. Providing a ‘complete

product’ offers your customers added value and gives you a differentiator that competitors may

not be able to match.Prime the marketBefore the launch, you can prepare the ground by

priming the market and building understanding and awareness of the new product and its

benefits. This is particularly important for innovative or technically complex products where

benefits may not be obvious.Make product announcementsIf you are planning a succession of

new products or upgrades to existing products, announce them in advance. This is an

established practice in the computer software industry where companies announce new

products on specific dates several times each year. That gives customers and prospects the

opportunity to plan changes to their own business that take advantage of the new product.Set

out product line strategySetting out your product line or platform strategy achieves a similar

result to a product announcement. Customers are aware that a range of products will be

available at certain dates in the future. As a result, they may decide to postpone purchasing

decisions until a specific product is available, creating advance demand for your product launch

and pre-empting the purchase of competitive products.Educate customersIf you are launching

an innovative or complex product, plan a programme of customer education to ensure that

customers understand the potential benefits. Publish discussion papers describing the

application and benefits of the new products. Invite customers to seminars or arrange briefings

with individual customers to build their interest.Involve industry analystsIndustry analysts



comment on developments in specific market sectors or product categories. They also provide

consultative advice to companies on developments that will affect their future strategy. Briefing

analysts on your new product plans ensures that your company will be considered at a

strategic level.Plan a go-to-market strategy
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